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Set of actions:
{A_1, A_2,…A_t,…,A_T}



Probability in Context

Probability theory

• Branch of mathematics concerned with analysis of  random phenomena
• Randomness: a non-order or non-coherence in a sequence of  symbols or steps, such 

that there is no intelligible pattern or combination

• Central objects of probability theory are: 
random variables, stochastic processes, and events
• Mathematical abstractions of non-deterministic events or  measured quantities that may 

either be single occurrences  or evolve over time in an apparently random fashion

Uncertainty
– A lack of knowledge about an event

– Can be represented by a probability
• Ex: role a die, draw a card

– Can be represented as an error

A statistic (a measure in statistics)
– Can use probability in determining that measure



Founders of Probability Theory

Blaise Pascal  

(1623-1662, France)

Pierre Fermat  

(1601-1665, France)

Laid the foundations of the probability theory in a  

correspondence on a dice game posed by a French nobleman



Sample Spaces – Measures of Events

Collection (list) of all possible outcomes

Experiment: Roll a die!

– e.g.: All six faces of a die:

Experiment: Draw a card!

e.g.: All 52 cards in a deck:



Event

– Subset of sample space (set of outcomes of experiment)

Random event

– Different likelihoods of occurrence

Simple event

– Outcome from a sample space with one characteristic in  simplest form

– e.g.: King of clubs from a deck of cards

Joint event

– Conjunction (AND, , “,”); disjunction (OR,v)

– Contains several simple events

– e.g.: A red ace from a deck of cards, 

(ace on hearts OR ace of diamonds)

Types of Events



Visualizing Events

Excellent ways of determining probabilities, can be built from data

Contingency tables (nice way to look at probability):

Tree diagrams:
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Maximum Likelihood Estimation (MLE)

• Uses relative frequencies as estimates

• Maximizes likelihood of training data D under a simple model M, or P(D|M)

• With discrete data, we can employ a counting function c(A=a), that

returns frequency of a particular value taken on by attribute A

• Note:  c(A=a) is actually c(A=a, D), where D is a dataset

• Issue: What happens with sparse data?

You’re thinking like a 
frequentist now!



An Example:
𝑤𝑖 is particular word in W,  

where W is set of unique  

words (or vocabulary)

Probability of a word  

given a word  

sequence/history



Axioms of Probability

Given 2 events: x, y

1) P(x OR y) = P(x) + P(y) - P(x AND y); 

for mutually exclusive events, P(x AND y) = 0

2) P(x and y) = P(x) * P(yx), also written as  P(yx) = P(x and y)/P(x)

3) If x and y are independent, P(yx) = P(y), thus P(x AND y) =  P(x) * P(y)

4) P(x) > P(x) * P(y); P(y) > P(x) * P(y)



Probability Mass Function (PFM)

Example: uniform distribution:



Probability Density Function (PDF)

Example: uniform distribution:



QUESTIONS?

Deep questions?!

Deep robots!

25



Types of Uncertainty

Uncertainty in prior knowledge
E.g., some causes of a disease are unknown and are not  
represented in the background knowledge of a medical-  
assistant agent

Uncertainty in actions
E.g., actions are represented with relatively short lists of
preconditions, while these lists are in fact arbitrary long

For example, to drive your car in the morning:

• It must not have been stolen during the night

• It must not have flat tires

• There must be gas in the tank

• The battery must not be dead

• The ignition must work

• You must not have lost the car keys

• No truck should obstruct the driveway

• You must not have suddenly become blind or paralytic

Etc…

Not only would it not be possible to list all of them, but  

would trying to do so be efficient?



Probabilistic Reasoning

Types of probabilistic reasoning

• Reasoning using probabilistic methods

• Reasoning with uncertainty

• Rigorous reasoning vs heuristics or biases
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